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Bars busted.
for violations
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

eeping dry
and Ryan Strange clean out the drainage ditch in their front yard at 1619 11th
et during the rain Sunday afternoon. They both claim "our mom made us do it!".

Two local taverns were
found in violation of the city's
liquor code last week - the
eighth and ninth bars cited for
non-compliance in the past five
months.
Marty's, 1466 Fourth St.,
and Panther Lounge, 1415
Fourth St., were found in violation of the city's liquor code
Thursday night when the two
bars allegedly sold alcohol to a
19-year-old police informant.
City Attorney Brian Bower
will establish the liquor advisory hearing date for the two
bars sometime this week.
Bower will act as prosecutor
during the hearing while
Mayor Dan Cougill, who is the
city's liquor commissioner, will
judge the cases.
Both taverns could receive a
three-day suspension of their
liquor licenses if Cougill deter-

mines they did in fact sell alcohol to the informant.
During his mayoraJ campaign, Mayor Dan Cougill said
he would make certain the
city's liquor laws would be
enforced. He said he wanted to
ensure minors under 19 are
not allowed in bars and that
19- and 20- year olds are not
served alcohol in the bars.
Cougill met with all the
local bar owners on two separate occasions to make it clear
to them that alcohol compliance checks would be done. At
that time, many of the bar
owners established procedures
to comply with the city's bar
entry and serving age requirements.
Despite the efforts of the bar
owners to comply with the law,
Cougill has found nine local
bars in violation of the city's
liquor code in the past five
months.
• Continued on Page 2

epresentative opposes NAFTA Professor
With Congress entertaining hot
sues such as the North American
Trade Agreement, lawmakers like
p. Glenn Poshard, D-Marion, are
ing forced to publicly state where
ystand.
Poshard said he is opposed to the
rovisions of the present NAFTA,
hich is scheduled for a vote in
ngress Thursday.
Poshard said one of NAFT.Ns flaws
that only about 30 percent of the $40
· ·on in products exported to Mexico
actually consumer goods used by
exican citizens.
"The idea that there is some burning Mexican market there to take

•Poll shows
most legislators still oppose NAFTA.
See page 6

care of with our exports is ridiculous,"
Poshard said.
Poshard said another problem with
NAFTA is the lack of enforceable environmental standards in the actual
agreement.
He said Mexico has the worst record
of any nation in this hemisphere for

enforcing its own environmental laws.
He said Mexico is not about to change
that standard because the reasons
manufacturers are moving there are
for the low wages and the non-enforcement of the environment.
He said any agreement with Mexico
ought to incorporate a living wage base
for the -Mexican workers so that they
can become greater consumers of our
products. Poshard said currently
Mexican workers are paid a minimum
wage of 57 cents.
"We should never enter into any
trade arrangement that has the effect
of encouraging any other government
to suppress its people either economically or politically and that is exactly
what this arrangement does," Poshard
• Continued on Page 2

ity council to discuss bar events
the establishment.
One part of the amendment to the
liquor code would allow an establishThe Charleston City Council ment to host all-ages events as long
esday will hear a resolution that as minors under 19 remain in an alcoould permit liquor license holders to hol-free zone. The zone would have to
ost all-ages events.
be segregated from the rest of the
The council will meet at 7:30 p.m. establishment with barricades and
the council chambers of the would have a separate entrance.
unicipal Building, 520 Jackson Ave.
The second part of the amendment
Mayor Dan Cougill and City would allow minors under 19 to frettorney Brian Bower first proposed quent a banquet facility provided the
e resolution that would make an minor is accompanied by a parent and
endment to the city's liquor code is attending special events such as a
d allow liquor license holders to wedding or family reunion.
ve all-ages events as long as they
Cougill said he and Bower proeet certain criteria.
posed two added exceptions after
Currently, minors under the age of noticing some liquor license holders
9 are not allowed to enter a liquor- were currently hosting all-ages events
' censed facility unless they are an - a violation of the current liquor
18-year-old employee or intend to code.
purchase a meal in the dining area of
"The classic examples I would use

would be Karaoke Night out at the
VFW, Bingo Night at the Moose, the
Elks Club, Stu's Teen Night on
Sunday night. and Stix's banquet
facility," Cougill said.
All alcohol-free zones would have to
be approved by Cougill, the city's
liquor commissioner. Whether an
establishment's alcohol-free zone will
have to be approved only once or
every time the establishment hosts an
all-ages event is yet to be determined.
Cougill said liquor license holders
will have to show him where the alcohol-free zone is in their establishment
and would have to prove they can
enforce the alcohol-free zone.
Based on the public response to the
resolution during the past two weeks,
the council may waive the layover
period and choose to vote on the
liquor amendment Thursday.

says issue
is freedom
By CHRIS SEPER
Ma:nagti;ig editor

The Eastern music professor
who is facing a sexual harassment
complaint said the issue is not
about harassment, but of academic
freedom.
"I think it's fairly obvious," said
Douglas DiBianco, a tenured professor in the music department.
"It's a question of the right to teach
from what you consider are the
ideas."
Four to five students filed a sexual harassment complaint against
DiBianco because of comments he
made in his non-western music
class over a summer. The university is currently investigating the
professor.
DiBianco claims the charges
have been filed by conservative fundamentalists who were offended by
Freudian interpretations and references to phallic symbols in class.
"It's an academic freedom issue,"
he said. "I think I'm the one being
harassed."
The university governing policy
classifies offensive or inappropriate
language a behavior indicative to
sexual harassment.
DiBianco would not say on what
specific comments the students
found offensive.
In the Frid~y edition of The
" Continues on Page 2
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Cougill has elected not to
fine bars that violate the
liquor code, and has chosen
to suspend the bars' liquor
licenses for three to seven
days at a time.
Among the bars that have
have been found violating of
the liquor code since midjune are:
• Mother's, 506 Monroe
Ave., has been found in non:. compliance once and served a
three day suspension.
• Stu's, 1405 Fourth St.,
has been found in non-compliance twice. The bar served
a three-day liquor license
suspension during the first
week of school. It will serve a
five-day liquor license suspension Dec. 3 to 8.

• Ted's Warehouse, 102 N.
Sixth St., has been found in
non-compliance twice. The
bar served a three-day suspension during the first week
of school. It will serve a fiveday liquor license suspension
Nov. 18 to 21.
• Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren Ave . , was found in
non-compliance once and
served a seven-day liquor
license suspension.
• Stix Bar and Restaurant,
1412 Fourth St., was found in·
non-compliance once. The
bar/billiards side of the
establishment will serve a
three-day license suspension
Nov. 18 to 21. ·
• Ike's Little Campus, 411
Lincoln Ave., was found in
non-compliance once.

11t From Page 1

Charleston Times-Courier,
DiBianco said the charge
had nothing to do with
sexual harassment and
that it was actually "a case
of professor harassment."
When interviewed by
the Daily Eastern News
Friday, DiBianco referred
to his comment in the
Times-Courier.
On Thursday, The News
filed a Freedom of Information request with the
university to see a copy of
the complaint filed against
DiBianco. According to the
act, the university has
seven days to respond
after it receives the request.
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said.
Poshard has consistently voted against the
Brady Bill because he said it is not in the
best interests of the large rural area he represents. Approved last week by the U.S.
House of Representatives, the Brady Bill
calls for a 5-day wait to check an individual's
background before a firearm can be purchased.
Poshard said while he is not opposed to
background checks, he does not like the idea
of background investigations taking manpower away from local police forces that are
already small in size.
"We ought not to strap our local police

departments by implementing something
that is not going to get one single weapon off
the street," Poshard said.
Poshard said the Brady Bill should not be
implemented until computer capability to
process background checks instantaneously is
available. He said he thinks that can be
accomplished within five years.
.
Poshard said relief efforts are still underway in the . flood-ravaged areas of the
Midwest. He said the total cost of flood relief
will be about $20 billion. Some of the work
being done includes the rebuilding of levees,
dams, bridges and roads, reimbursement for
crops, homes and commodity distribution.
Poshard also said he supports the nationwide cutback by Amtrak.
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By BRIAN KUCHEL
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Student
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'dence Tuesday when he
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not
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"Last week they ,th<?ught,j·.< I
Broom of the Martin
the issue. This allowed any they would generate::abo.tit'.·:· . - '
ther King Jr. University
senate members who had · $2,500 from. ticket s;ajes;lb:fE·, :::: f
'on.
mixed
thoughts on the issue raising cost to $8 for "geheraLt' .. :_:
Tickets are $1 for students
the
opportunity
to reconsider public, profits will iise," :$:ffii't;l)...:">:: !
valid IDs and $3 for the
their
decision.
.
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a
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amendment back to.· the
Smith said altliough tJ1e:·;; ~ '
nnedy assassination, inApportionment
Board,
which
price
of tickets for the gener81:.>.:,.~ :
ding the theory that the
resubmitted
UB's
·
o
riginal
re·
public
will .change, the pric.e.~:{5ernment covered up eviquest
to
senate.
for
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is expected' tq· . ~
ce that should have been
After
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to
UB
Leeremain
the
same.
. · . ~ /(:'}~'~ ;
' ted in the Warren Comtures
Committee
chairwoman
"There
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still
qut!sti:o.is:-/ ~: ·
ion's official report.
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the
senate
and
not
everybody·is:·ha:pp¥'",?'
,
In the lecture, Lifton will
rescinded its previous vote and a.bout the decision . ()if the ,c ::·~
the audience step-by-step
approved the resolution to request, but the maj_ori):.y: :: ·~;, :
ough the shooting, using
fund
Steinem.
rules," Smith added.
. ·. . and slides to support his
the
"I
even
voted
'no'-for
t!le:"-::
Bobby
Smith,
speaker
of
ry that many government
senate, said the senate did not · request' the first tinle,"-Gowdy:. ·· _,
·als were involved.
LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer have any misconceptions said. "I was thinking only ill.·~
uch of Lifton's lecture will
about the request. "We were terms of d.ollars."
·
drawn from his book, "Best
simply
concerned
about
imbalThe
next
move
for
the
UB _: . . .
'dence," including informa- Despite the constant threat of rain, Julie Jones, a junior .
ance
between
the
funds
from
will
be
to
schedule
a
date
.and
. ·
n regarding Kennedy's speech pathology major, studies a book of sign language
student
money
thaF
'Yas
,
)oi;:ati2n
..
for
Steinem'~
.preS~zi~
·
psy and photographs that Saturday afternoon on a.friends' car..
requested and the amount tation, Nielsen said.
·
says prove there may have
more than one sniper.
'fton said he wrote "Best
'dence" because he "wanted
ryone else to have the By DEBBIE SCHULZ
have concerns and great ideas," · said-.·
e experience I had in dis- Staffwrtter
Mustis, an administrative information
ering new evidence about
systems major and a member of Sigma
assassination."
Write-in candidates Myra Young, John
Nu fraternity. "I want students tq ~ow>
Lifton also served as prima- Mustis and James Lowery are newly
that the senate is there for·thein.'.' ·
. . ..
technical adviser in the elected Student Senate members who
Honesty and objectivity are twq char~> .
uction of director Oliver won seats in last week's election by a
acteristics Mustis said he'll. bring: to the - .
ne's motion picture "JFK," small margin, but are looking forward to
senate. ·
·
..
-· _ . :_,_,_ -: ~~-.
ich described the many playing a big part in shaping Student
"See
how
an
issue
is
going
to·
benefi~ . · c
Lowery
Young
Mustis
les of the conspiracy theo- Government.
the school," ~fostis said. "It's. important. -.c.
"Every election they get mad because to hear both sides of an i.ssue and let b1~s ,.
The write-in candidates ran in last
Eileen Sullivan, assistant Wednesday's election after learning three they don't know them," Young said of stu- pull you one way or the other,"· ·
··.· ··· ·~ ..
ctor of student·activities of the seven senate seats in the at-large dents not knowing who senate members
Lowery, a sophomore transf~r studenL;_-greek affairs, said she is . district did not have enough candidates are come election time. "I'm taking the from Lincoln College, said he. ~e~ _aff .., .. ,
ing the lecture will draw a on the ballot. Out of 1,092 ballots cast, initiative to help out."
along he wanted to be a write-in. candi- ':Another write-in candidate who will date for the challenge of running' and ·. :
, diverse audience.
Young won with only 10 votes. Mustis
•Along with the history garnered 31 votes and Lowery captured take a senate seat this week is junior winning.
- . ··.'
.
John Mustis. Mustis said his reason for
s who normally attend 37. All three will hold full-year seats.
Lowery said he would like fo .b rihg . _' ·
lectures, we are hoping
Young, a junior transfer from Parkland choosing the write-in path was more of. a many issues before the senate iji lici~s. 6f ;.
·
t we get a diverse audience Community College in Champaign, said fluke. ·
making life better for Eastern st'llden;tS:·.· · ·
"I got sick last week and missed the One area that's important-fo Lowefy:is . · .·
o find this topic i~terest she ran for a write-in post to try to gen" Sullivan said.
erate more interest in Student Gov- deadline to be put on the ballot," Mustis handicap accessibility.
. · " :.. :. · • .::..;:-..'}: ·:
said. "I took the write-in way instead. I
he said that it was sheer ernment.
"There should be m~re . }landi~ap.> •that the university landYoung said she'd lik~ to get more stu- was glad there was still time for that."
wheelchair.ramps and elev!itors (~n cai;n"-: •~ .
Mustis said his priority in serving on pus)," Lowery said. . ·
Lifton as a speaker so close dent organizations and their participants
. · . ··: ..·· _: ·. :e 30th anniversary of the to. attend senate meetings and give opin- the senate is ·representing the students
Lowery said students shoul.d be a&Jtdo .· .·
nnedy assassination in ions about campus issues that affect first and foremost.
live.in any iesidence ·hallth,ey .l(lt.e;_ ~
"There are students out there that regardless of physical limitatjo~>: • .· : ·
as.
them.
·
.
. . ..
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Constantly working

Write-ins eager to begin new terms . ·

rOup to try and form local NAAC:P chapt~~:._· '

t;rip to Jamaica this summer.
Group members recently appointed
several members to its executive board.
The goal of the Afro-American·
Among those elected were senior.La
·es Group is to infonn the campus Shawanda Debose, president, Latrice
the various opportunities {lVailable Smith, vice-president, Vontonia Preyer,
blacks on Eastem's campus and in · secretary, Ross Martin, treasurer and
ys job market, said group member Cary Durham, parliamentarian.
'ceSmith.
In order to give all of its 21 members .
The group, which was formally rec- a chance at an executive board posiized by the Student Senate in tion, the organization goes through an
uary 1992, is currently attempting extensive election process.
establish a local chapter of the
"(The Afro-American Studies
tional Association for the Association) selects a new executive
ancement of Colored People, orga- board by nominating group members
a black business fair and a field one week before the elections," Debose
. . . ....... .
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ni#cli'~X ': '.
said. "The day of the elections, nomi- Debose said: "I don't
nees are allowed to give a small speech would like to know . about .~Y.'heJ.fuige,; . ·.'.·
telling of their goals and what they and there are other :Student§!:6.ri cam.-, : .
~·-· ~~ · ~ : '. . ~·~· ~- .. · ·...· ~~ ~ ~
plan to do in the office they were nomi- pus just like me." :.
Debose said p~ of h~r·'job ·El# ·P.~i..; :'.
nated for.
'
"A question and answer session with . dent is·to promote and ·~xP.8n'!;the· fi¢~d. ~~ ..
the other group members is held and of African~America:n ... ·st.udie's :a.t~ ·
then we vote on the nominees," she Eastern.
· · :.:. . .;: . ..' .. ··: ·. : .- ·•·
"I don't.think the attel;Ili>~:~~- . •
said.
As a representation of cultural diver- tion of Easterri's Akican·-i\rii.eri~an: ~ ·sity on Easj:.ern's campus, the Afro~ . major is fair because.t¥J ~:basic~;y .
American Studies Association attempts cutting out the Cultural.divennw:-9f ~: ..·
to give its members a better under- · school's curricul'um,~ she ·~aid;. ·"TE.¢ - .
African-American major .reJ).r'iisents:
standing of their heritage.
diversity of ~lie."
"The Afro-American Studies Assoc- part of."the cultural .
. ... · · .. ,.. .
iation is solely an educational group," campus
.· .... .• . .
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Students sfiould not become criminal
...........· I!

·On Nov. 5, a 19-year-old
male was mugged as he walk
past the west side of the libraiy
This student struggled with his
a stand for or against actions
design supattacker, getting cut on his
and face.
During the struggle, he was
knocked to the ground and his
wallet was stolen.
As a result, university offt
came out to protest the Issue of Clalll
level
have promised to re-evaluate
campus security and Increase
catio
__
the number of foot patrols on
campus. ·
a petition of
Illinois State's crime rate is comparable to that of o
state colleges, and Eastern is also your average campus
more than 2,000 signatures wanting to end the violence.
In regard to crime. But the flare-up of attacks across the
College crime is nothing new, but the attacks at Illinois
state Indicate a much deeper problem.
·State - along with a lesser outbreak of crime at Eastern Many can argue that the violent crimes appearing on
should cause many to re-evaluate the campus communicollege campuses are reflective of an increasingly viol
ty's role in crime prevention and ponder how students
society. But isn't a college campus by its design supcan be part of such random acts of violence.
posed to be a place where there is less violence beca
Three violent crimes at Illinois State this semester have
ofthelevelofeducation?
focused the school's attention on campus safety. A junior
College students are not the ones supposed to be
was found strangled in her off-campus apartment Aug.
tributing to society's ills, but the ones attempting to Ii
28, and three students were shot Oct. 30 when a man
solutions to them .
fired several times into a crowd outside the campus
The president of Illinois State said their problems s
Bowling and Billiards Center. Two victims were treated
from outsiders coming onto campus. In this case, un·
and released, but a freshman was shot in the head and
slties should dosely monitor its guests, and students
lost her eye in the attack.
should be intelligent enough to know who is a threat
Two days after the shooting, a man fired shots into the
who isn't.
car of four students in a drive-through restaurant across
There will always be vandalism, theft, underage dri
from campus.
ing, fights, and the occasional large-scale tragedy on
Although statistics from Illinois State's campus police
lege campuses. But for crimes such as muggings and
show little change in the rate of violent crime reported in
shootings to become commonplace on college cam
recent years compared to this year, it is the intensity of
es indicates a deterioration of the students who go
the violence which has brought the school area attention.
The students who attend universities should prepare
The recent safety problems Eastern has had seem
to go into society and attempt to decrease the amount
minor in comparison, but they mirror a disturbing theme
violent crime, not become another negative statistic.
of crime on campus:
•On Oct. 16, an 18-year-old female was attacked.near
- Chris Seper is managing editor and a regular col
the east side of Booth Libraiy. The victim was able to pull
nlst rorlhe Daily Eastern News.
away from .her attacker and run to safety.
A candlelight vigil at a uni-
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Time has come
.·for abolishing
·tuition Waivers
Legislative tuition waivers may be costing
students far more than they can afford.
According to statistics compiled by the
Office of Fir:tancial Aiq, more than half a million
dollars in legislative tuition waivers have been
·given to Eastern students in the past three
. years. That's more than half a million dollars
··
that the university must
find from some source
- - - - - - - - other than the students
. receiving the.waivers.
·. Tuition waivers are awarded through an 88year-old program which allows state legislators
to hand out two waivers per year to students
from their districts. Since 1905, members of
the Illinois General Assembly have each had
two four-year tuition waivers to award at their
discretion.
·There are no real guidelines or criteria for
the awards; other than requiring ·that one
·tuition waiver go ~o the University of Illinois
.. and one go to any other state public university.
Nowhere is· it written that the tuition waivers
rriust"be. awarded on the basis of-need or aca. demlc achievement.
State Sen. Harry "Babe" Woodyard,. R...:
.~hrlsman, ·has proposed abOllshlng the pro·gram altogether, which Is estimated to be costing Illinois universities $3.5 million a year, and
c.pv. Jim Edgar has said he would sign a bill to
th1s dfect if one were presented to him.
Opponents of abolishing the program daim.
it ·helps students who might not otherwise be
abl~ to afford college, although evidence sug. ge5ts that poor students are generally not considered .for tuition waivers because ·their par. ·e~ts have contributed little to the legislators'
·campaigns.
··· Earlier this year, a St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Investigation found that some legislators·
admttted to using _the tuition waivers as
rewards to the children of former campaign
·
aids.or contributors.
.Tue program should be abolished, not only
for this reason, but because it costs the rest of
. the student body money in the long run. Wh~t
the uniVersity doesn't receive from students on
tuition waiver, it makes up for in other ways,
such as tuition increases for the rest of us.
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Parenthood clinic
would be .asset
to community
Dear editor:
. We hope that anyone whO hap- .
pened to read the letter to the editor
concerning Planned Parenthood realizes that the organization was not ·
advocating "death for your children"
by pushing a black baby carriage .
during the Homecoming Parade. In
fact, the buggy had z.ero significance,
except for the fact that It was used to
cany coats and candy.
·
Misunderstandings such as this
· one are all too common In the antichoice, anti-family planning arena.
Planned Parenthood, regardless of Its
founder or her beliefs, exists today as
a vital source of medical services
(not always Including flrst trimester
abortions), counseling and communlfy-based education programs.
Speaking from experience,
Charleston schools provide virtually
no educational programs concerning
responsible teen sexuality for their
students, and judging from the number of teen pregnancies in Coles
County, their negligence Is apparent.
As for the "main agenda" of

Iourtlun
Planned Parenthood being abortion,
this simply Is not the case. The <>rBanlzation's past president, Faye
Wattleton;
tO the National
Press Oub In June 1991, said the
goal of Planned Parenthood is not,
by any means, to promote abortion.
Planned Parenthood Is striving to
prevent the need for abortion.
Contraiy to popular belief, the
term "pro-choice". does not mean

speaking

"pro-abortion." No one Is "pro-abortion." No female should have to go
through the trauma of an unplanned

pregnancy, but many do.
To be pro-choice Is to support a·
woman's choice during this difficult
time, regardless of whether she
decides to give birth or terminate the
pregnancy. Not many people would
think of forcing a woman to have an
·abortion, so how can It be right to
force her to giVe birth? Keeping
abortions safe, legal and accessible Is
not a moral Issue, but a legal one.
We must honor the choice of all
women when It comes to their
reproductivity and realize that the
jurisdiction of the law does not

Include a woman's uterus.
How is it that people who are
vehemently opposed to "babykilllng" would criminalize abortion
and risk the lives of women?
Abortions will take place whether
procedure ts legal or not.
It Is Ironic that the same people
who would condemn a teenager
having an abortion are the people
who favor eliminating programs
Planned Parenthood, which helps
teens with pre-natal and postcare. It seems like the interest of
choice activists In a pregnant
·er ends after the birth of her chiIQ.
Today"s teenagers are t.......·nmllNll
, more and more irresponsible In
attitudes toward sex. Without I
mation concerning available
ceptlves as well as the pluses of
abstinence, teens will have to
with potentially fatal sexually
mltted diseases.
"Are
going to endanger
lives of your children, grandchild
godchildren or your brothers or
ters" by not supporting the efforts
Planned Parenthood to locate a
here? Our community could truly
reap the benefits of the organ·

you

lamelle Rawlins

Sarallln!..-
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Puerto Rico rejects statehood
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) Thousands of commonwealth sup- of the pro-commonwealth Popular
Supporters of continued common- porters filled the streets started a Democratic party, credited the heavy
wealth status for Puerto Rico prevailed blocks-long caravan. One of the cele- turnout of more than 70 percent to a
at the polls Sunday over those who brants, Nereida Rodrig\iez of the cen- party campaign of calling 20,000 supwanted statehood, turning back the tral city of Caguas said commonwealth porters a day to bring out the vote.
strongest movement this century for changed the poor, sugar-farming island
Commonwealth
supporters
full union with.Washington.
into an industrial success, and she was expressed a reluctance to begin a long
"The people spoke and I will obey forever grateful.
campaign to seek statehood, fearing
them, said Gov. Pedro Rossello, who
Screaming over salsa music and closer ties with Washington would lead
spearheaded the statehood campaign, honking horns, Rodriguez, 56, said: to destruction of the island's culture
in acknowledging defeat to a speech of "We've affirmed that we're Americans and threaten the use of Spanish, the
thousands of supporters.
- but we're Puerto Ricans, too. We sole language spoken by 60 percent of
But he added: "This is a struggle have our own separate Olympic teams, the island's 3.8 million residents.
that will go on.
The commonwealth victory may
our own Puertoricaness.
With votes counted from 89 percent
"See this flag," she said, pointing to stall the recent momentum toward
of the precincts - 1,582 of 1,784 - offi- her single-starred red-white-and-blue statehood. Puerto Rico became a comcial results showed continuing com- Puerto Rican banner. "This is my flag!" monwealth with some autonomy in
monwealth status receiving 740,892
Political status has been debated 1952.
votes, or 48.5 percent; statehood here almost since the moment U.S.
But Rossello characterized the nar707,314, or 46.3 percent; and indepen- troops captured the Caribbean island rowness of the loss as an indication
dence 66,915, or 4.4 percent.
in 1898, ending four centuries of that his movement is gaining. The
The remaining ballots either were · Spanish rule.
vote, he said, "came closer to the truth
left blank or were disqualified.
Celeste Benitez, campaign director than ever before."

State compromises
on Chicago schools

Clinton orders
MIA records
to be released
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Clinton ordered nearly all records about
Americans missing in Vietnam released
by last week, but word apparently never
reached Army Intelligence, which wrote a
researcher last month that it was not
aware of the order.
In his speech at Arlington National
Cemetery last Thursday, Clinton said the
government had dedassified "all the relevant documents" related to POWs and
MIAs from the Vietnam War.
But one government office that holds
Vietnam documents, the Army Intelligence and Security Command, told a
researcher last month it had not even
heard of Clinton's order, issued May 31 at
Memorial Day ceremonies at the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial.
In an Oct. 8 letter to author Mark
Sauter, an official at Army Intelligence's
Fre~dom of Information Office referred to
Sauter's previous conversation with
another official, "informing you that this
office is not aware of any executive order
issued by President Clinton regarding
declassification of POW-MIA records."

PLAY YOUR
CA R D S
RIGHT!

•

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The doesn't solve the district's "termiIllinois House adopted a compro- nal" problems.
mise plan Sunday night to keep the
"What you are asking us to buy
nation's third-largest public school here is like a used car. It's going to
system open, three months after last two years, but the payments
Gov. Jim Edgar called a special ses- will go on for 16 years," Skinner
said. ·
·
sion to help the ailing district.
The House voted 71-44, after
But downstate lawmaker Rep.
about 50 minutes of debate. The Tim Johnson, R-Urbana, urged his
troll',
lower chamber needed 71 votes, or colleagues to vote "yes." Rep. Bob
~weU
out o
three-fifths majority, to adopt the DeJaegher, D-Rock Island agreed.
d~g tW~ s~et•a
package.
"Use common sense," he
fl~.
"Less anyone misunderstand, implored. ''We have a bill that does
O;p, Thursday, Craig' Colten,
(approval) is with a warning and a not affect us in any way. We lose no
senior research assOciate at tb.e
caveat to the Chicago education funding. Vote for this bill."
Illinois State. Museum, Will :pre~
community," said Minority Leader
Legislative leaders and Edgar
.a~nt :a.Je(!tU<T6' titled ;"Ri:v~r . ~£
Lee Daniels, R-Elmhurst.
speµt 11b,q,u,.t nl.tie 1hoq.r)'l .~~e.~~-q: ;e~wage,i0o:Jrlllbitt>h \
.,,.
He said lawmakers wilL be· days to carve~out GJ. plan, to. resolvev · WiMe~Y!' .lrl;;tiJ~ iprv
watching school officials to ensure the crisis, which has been a roller
· Colten will look.at what •c mi.·bh
reforms begin.
coaster ride for 411,000 Chicago
done to lmp.-9ve watel:" qtia],ity
Many lawmakers characterized school students all year.
the IllinoiS River, whjch;
Ul$.U)y
the bill as flawed legislation but
For months, both sides were
areas,.is ridden with ailt and othel;t'
said they were forced to pass it. deadlocked and did little more
pollutant{!.
Without legislative action by both than finger point. Democrats
He will also addte»s thewomes
chambers, the school system will refused to accept work-rule
m~);+Mi~?f•terne~§
changes and Republicans said they
shut down Monday.
thiS. sununers flood
Rep. Cal Skinner Jr., R-Crystal would not rubberstamp a contract
eases
mala
Lake, said he wouldn't vote for the agreed to by the Chicago School
be §Jn;e.aq
J?
plan, which leaders and Gov. Jim Board and the Chicago Teachers
watet,
Edgar carved out Friday. He said it Union.
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HOT BUfftT &. SALAD BAR

LUNCH

$SD

11-2 pm ALL YOU CAN EAT

Grilled Chicken Breast $4»

DINNER

LARGE SELECRON

Catfish Sandwich s2n

,

Pool $11.5

NEVER A COVER
19 to enter; 21 to drink
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Perfonners
Musicians
TechnlcWls
Berenstaln Bun,.
Specialty/Comic Performers
Bloomington, Indiana

Tuesday, Nov. 16, 1993
Holiday Inn
1710 Kinser Pike
Musician Auditions: 3:30 • 5:00
Performer Auditions: 5:00 - 6:30
Technician & Berenstaln Bear
Interviews: 3:30 - 6:30 pm

Muncie, Indiana

Decatur, Illinois

THE
DAILY
EASTERN
NEW'S

Thursday, Nov. 18, 1993
Mllllkln University
Richards Treat University Center
Auditions & Interviews:
1 :30 - 3:30 pm - Central Standard Time

Also At Cedar Point:

ADVERTISING

AHEAD!

* .

POINF·

IJVednesday,Nov.17,1993
Signature Inn
3400 North Chadam lane
Auditions & Interviews:
2:30 - 4:30 pm

INVEST

and you'll
always
come out

*. *

MONDAY Nfl HEADQUARTERS
BUFFALO VS. PITTSBURG

3

C.INI

Restaurant, Sports Bar
&. Banquet facility

20 oz. Bud Light $1 s Pitchers (Bud Light)

A

m

m.

FREE HOT DOGS &. NACHOS W/CHEESE

3

By ADAMM,dlUGB
tle$editor

Friday, December17, 1993
Friday, January 7, 1994
Auditions & Interviews:
12:00 - 4:00 PM

348-5454
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

For additional sites and further
Information coiltad:
Cedar Point Live Shows
P.O. Box 5006
Sandusky, OH 44871-8006
(419) 627-2390
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Poll: NAFTA's foes
close to victory
WASHINGTON(AP)-Foes
of the North American Free
Trade Agreement seem a
handful of votes shy of being
able to kill the pact in
Wednesday's Ho_µ se showdown, leaving President
Clinton with an uphill but
achievable fight to save the
deal, an Associated Press survey has found.
With opponents of the
· agreement needing 217 votes
to prevail, 203 representatives
said thf!y would vote against
the measure or were likely tO
do so, the survey found. The
figure included 178 who said
they would vote "no," and 25
who said they were leaning
that way.
Arrayed agahist them were
179 supporters of NAFTA,
which would phase out tariffs
and other restrictions on trade
among the United States,
Mexico and Canada. Of these,
164 said they would vote for
the agreement and 15 said
they were likely to do so.
That left 52 undeclared
lawmakers and a daunting
task for Clinton and his congressional allies, who would
suffer a major political setback should the pact be reject-

Monday Nlte Football at

~~.~.~i'sChicken sandwich &. fries $~.99

$1.25 Souvenir Bears Cups

''~

$3 pitchers (Lite, GD)
.

.I. see a horse l'aCe, a down-to-the-

Play Bears Trlvla: the right answer
wins a prize
$3 for 1 ChUI Dogs durtng the game

wire, hand-to-hand battle that· will be
decided during the vote."
- Rep. Bill Richardson
ed.
But in a reference to deals
Even if they retain all 15 on citrus fruits, window glass
representatives leaning to- and other items the White
ward the agreement, they will House has offered lawmakers
need the votes of 39 of the for their votes, Bonior added,
undecideds, nearly four of "It will depend on how much
every five. The measure will · pres_§_ure members of Congress
need a majority ~f votes to feel from their constituents
pass, which means 218 if whetherweholdourown."
everyone casts a ballot. There
Richardson said he had talis one House vacancy.
lied 199 votes for the treaty
Both sides in the battle and about 192 opponents.
exuded cautious confidence Bonior said he counted 221
Sunday, based on their own NAFTA opponents, 10 others
secret surveys of sentiment.
leaning that way, 161 backer&.
"I see a horse race, a down- and 20 leaning toward supto-the-wire, hand-to-hand bat- port.
tle that will be decided during
· Should the House approve
the vote," Rep. Bill Rich- the package, the Senate would
ardson, D-N.M., a vote-coun- vote next. Senators ar~ exter for supporters, said Sun- pected to approve the meaday. "My prediction is a nar- sure.
row victory."
As expected, the AP survey
"I think we're going to win," showed that support for the
House Whip David Bonior, D- trade compact is much strongMich., a leading congressional er among Republicans than
opponent, said in an interview. Democrats.

U.S. trade representative
faces greatest challenge

Serving Cl"larleston &.. Eastern Illinois University
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WASHINGTON (AP) - When 1994 dawns, ist at the Institute for International
Mickey· Kantor will be looking back at the Economics.
best year ever for a U.S. trade representative
Kantor, a Los Angeles lawyer who helped
- or at an array of opportunities that slipped run President Clinton's campaign, was headaway.
ed for an inner-circle job such as chief of staff.
Kantor is in the middle of a high-stakes But he lost an internal power play during the
trade tripleheader that starts Wednesday transition, and for awhile it was unclear that
with a make-or-break House vote on the he'd get any administration job at all.
North American Free Trade Agreement.
The Cabinet-level trade post has turned
It continues Thursday with an Asian- out to be central to Clinton's foreign and
Pacific economic summit in Seattle. The domestic policy goals. As Kantor put it in a
marathon winds up Dec. 15 - the deadline for speech last Mey, "Trade is not an abstract
rewriting the rules of global commerce under concept. Trade means money in people's pockthe General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
·
ets. Trade means jobs."
"He's poised to bring in a big harvest of
Kantor, 54, arrived to face a pile of major
trade agreements. Or he could be the caretak- trade problems with native intelligence and
er for one of the biggest busts in U.S. trade formidable negotiating skills, but no particuhistory," says Jeffrey Schott, a trade special~ lar trade expertise.

INFORMATION AND MATERIALS
'

7 p.m. Dec. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10
2 p.m. Dec. 5
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On the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center

~

'

'
'
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$6ADULTS
$5 SENIORS AND YOUTH
$3 EIU STUDENTS
Don't be a Scrooge, buy your tickets today!
Call 581-3110 for ticket Information and
Reservations.
The University Theatre Ticket Office is open
from 1 to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
and one hour before each performance.
Patrons with special needs are requested to provide
advance notification.
.
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EIU 1994 SPRING & SUMMER
PROGRAMS ABROAD
WHERE?
WHEN?

iijj>AfFS.

Alumni Lounge
Grand Ballroom
November 16 (Tues.)
2:00 - 4:30 p.m.

American Institute
For Foreign Study
Dept. PR
102 Greenwich Ave.
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 869-9090

EIU STUDY ABROAD OFFICE
216H Coleman
Tel: 581-5423
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Tale. of family torture
ignored hy Utah police
AUBURN, Calif. (AP) - The
young woman's tale was unbelievably gruesome and bizarre
- so much so, in fact, that she
says police twice brushed her
off.
She had to be making it up.
In 1984, she says she told and beating them into submispolice in Utah, that her moth- sion - and when that didn't
er and two brothers had killed work, by killing them, authoriher sister six years ago by ties said.
dousing her with gasoline and
"I knew they were weird,
setting her afire. The next . but I didn't know they were
year, she told them, they killed that weird," said Susan Sulliher other sister, starving her van, a former neighbor.
ro death in a closet and dumpFrom the start, this was no
ing her body in the mountains. ordinary family.
There was nothing to back
Cross married young. In
the horrible story until last 1964, when she was 18 and
month. Detectives in Northern pregnant with her second
California's Placer County child, she shot and killed her
matched her unlikely story to first husband, Clifford Santwo bodies whose identities ders. She claimed self-defense,
had been a mystery for years.
saying she grabbed a gun to
Now, her mother and two stop him from hitting her, and
brothers are charged with a jury acquitted her.
murder, and investigators are
She was left with two chil- ·
delving into a family that dren: Howard, born in 1963,
stretches the definition of the and Sheila, born in 1965.
ord, a household bound not
She remarried, and with
by love but by fear and vio- Robert Knorr bore four more
lence.
children in as many years:
It was, said Sheriff Donald Suesan, William, Robert and,
Nunes, "one of the most finally, Theresa, the girl who
bizarre and unbelievably sad last month turned her relafamily situations anyone could tives in.
ever imagine."
Cross' second marriage was
Theresa Jimmie Cross, 4 7, no better than the first. Knorr
ruled her children by bullying left in 1970, and his wife later

reverted to her given name of
Cross, even though she married again at least twice.
"They weren't what you'd
call long-term relationships,"
Sheriff's Inspector Johnnie
Smith said.
Cross and the children lived
for 13 years in Orangevale, a
Sacramento suburb, then
moved in 1983 to a rundown
trailer park on Sacramento's
Auburn Boulevard.
It is a poor neighborhood, a
stretch of shabby motels, hook.:
ers and teen-age drug dealers
on bicycles, a place where residents have enough problems
of their own without noticing
those of others.
Even here, Cross and her
children stood out.
Former neighbors say the
family's little two-bedroom
apartment was dirty and
smelled of urine. The children
seemed nervous and highstrung, and Cross was secretive, never using the front
door, they said.
,
"I didn't like that woman,"
neighbor Marvin Hall -said.
"She had a high, tense voice,
and she talked fast, without
any commas or periods."
Most of the children never
made it past eighth grade,
said Sheriff's Lt. Chai DeCecco.
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Accuser defends his ·abuse
allegations against cardinal
WESTMONT, N.J. (AP) - A man who leveled
sexual abuse allegations against one of the
nation's top Roman Catholic officials insisted
Sunday his recollections are accurate and his
accusations true.
Steven Cook, 34, of Philadelphia said he sued
Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago and the
Archdiocese of Cincinnati for $10 million to
purge the images of abuse that haunt him.
Bernardin has repeatedly denied the accusations.
"If I keep holding that secret in, it's going to
kill me," Cook said Sunday at his attorney's
office in this town 15 miles east of Philadelphia.
Cook spoke publjcly for the first time since he
filed the lawsuit and was interviewed by CNN
last week. He said he is stunned by the reaction
and wants it "all to go away."

On The Square
Charleston, II.
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"The Finest in Blues"

UNITED
STATES
TOUR

DRINK SPECIALS
LABAITS BLUE

$1.25
BLUE TAIL FLIES

$1.25
BLUE HAWAIIANS

$1.50
FOOD SPECIALS
Hamburger Basket
Includes Chips

8.. Pickle Spears

$3.25
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EYECARE

345-2527
(Next to Wal-Mart)
528 West Lincoln
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235-1100

(Cross County Mall)
700 Broadway East
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We're Your OAKLEY Connection

University Board Performing Arts Committee Proudly Presents

a~f.Jh~

Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9p.m.
IAllilii1 Bar Hours [ VISA
~ 11 a.m.-ta.m. -

"fm tired of hurting," he said during the halfhour news conference.
·
Cook says Bernardin molested him at least
once while Cook was in a high school program
at a Cincinnati seminary during the late 1970s.
Bernardin, 65, was archbishop of Cincinnati at
that time.
An independent board created by the church
last year will investigate.
Cook said he remembered the abuse only recently while undergoing therapy.
"I could see him. I could feel his presence."
Cook said. "When the memories came back, I
sobbed hysterically."
Cook first ma.de the allegations public Friday
on Cable News Network. He said he went to
CNN because he wanted to tell his story and
knew a reporter there.
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Sunday
Nov. 21,
1993
7:00 PM
Grand
Ballroom
Tickets on
Sale Mon.,
Nov. 15
$3 Students
$5 Gen. Public
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m . deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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"My Secretary"-Resumes, letters, and papers. For appointment, call 345-6807 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
NOW YOU CAN SHIP UPS,
FEDERAL EXPRESS, U.S .
MAIL, SEND A FAX , GET
MONEY ORDERS, LAMINATE
AND MUCH MORE AT MAILBOXES AND PARCEL DEPOT.
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
TOKENS, UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. WE HAVE BOXES AND
PACKING STUFF GALORE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
Students act now to cut next
year's costs with sources of private financial aid. Minimum 5
guaranteed. Call 1-800-8342549, ext. 30. For details, don't
delay.

ACCEPTING applications in the
following areas due to program
expansion: Habilitation aides,
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff,
, Activities staff, Dietary staff, and
supervisory positions at all levels. Competitive salaries.
Benefits where applicable .
Apply in person at 738 18th St.,
738 18th St., Chas., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
$287.50. Sell 50 hilarious college T-shirts-profit $287.50. 22
designs include alcohol, safe
sex, misc .. A risk-free program.
Call now for free catalog 1-800304-3309.
_ _ _ _ _ca11/1,5,8,12,15
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2 ,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers provide room & board and transportation. Over 8,000 openings.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! Male or Female. Get the
necessary head start on next
summer. For -im>re. information
call : 1 ~ 206-545-4155 , ext .
A5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ca11 /15

HELP
NEEDED!
Earn
$100.00's weekly by mailing
our circulars! FREE info. Mail
SASE to: Marco Enterprises,
P.O. Box 572, Charleston, IL
61920.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
PART-TIME NIGHT COMPUTER OPERATIONS PERSON
NEEDED. SKILLS INCLUDE
AT LEAST SIX MONTHS
LOTUS EXPERIENCE WITH
KNOWLEDGE OF MACROS
AND TWO MONTHS EXPERIENCE WITH COMPUTERS
OTHER THAN PCS. HOURS
APPROXIMATELY 3-4 HOURS
PER NIGHT, SIX NIGHTS A
WEEK, STARTING AT 9:00
P. M . SEND RESUME TO :
CHRISTINE
WARD,
CONSOLIDATED
TELEMARKETING
OF
AMERICA, 700 W. LINCOLN,
SUITE 200, CHARLESTON, IL
61920. EOE.
,.-----------11/17
$700/wk . cannery workers;
$4000/mo. deckhands. Alaska
fishing industry now hiring for
next summer. 11,000 openings.
No exp. necessary. Free rm. &
bd. These jobs go fast!
Employment Alaska. 1-206323-2672.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR EDUCATION MAJORS
TO NANNY FOR 6 CHILDREN
IN
EFFINGHAM.
WEEKNIGHTS/WEEKENDS,
FALL-SUMMER SEMESTERS.
EXPERIENCE A MUST! CALL
DORIS AT BUDGETEL INN,
EFF. 342-2525.
_ _ _ _ _ 11/30

I

IIBlilllfilllffB!mi!;;!Qillilll]illl]Jl,l]I

Ma I e sub I es so r needed for

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/ 17

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
• ·Address: ----------------~

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

ACROSS
1 Sinister
5Gawks
10 Khayyam or
Bradley
14Spirit
15 Previous to, old
style
11 Encore!
17 L.S.U. site
19 Sicilian resort
20Legator
2t Soda-fountain
order
nwaste
allowance
24 Catch some Z's
25 Argyle maker
28 Long dozen

Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0

Cash

0

0

Check

31 Europe-Asia
boundary
32 Lieutenant, G.I.
style
33 Virgo's
predecessor
34 Risque
35 Lethargic state
38Wash
37 Initial: Abbr.
38 Diagonal spar
39 Former bull
40Nautical
distances
42 Coyote Stale
hub
43 Skimpy skirts
.wCoxcomb
45Readied
beforehand

FEMALE
SUBLESSOR
NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. $155/month plus
utilities. Own room. New
apartment-close to campus.
Call 345-5961 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
Male or Female sublessor
needed for Spring of '94.
$185 .00 a month, furnished,
own room . Located at
Pinetree II . 345-5869. Leave
message for Amy.

BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will be having a social meeting tonight
6:30 p.m. in the Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. Univers·
Union. All chapters need one representative to attend.
MATH ENERGY WILL have a general meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. ·
the Phipps Lecture Hall of the Science Building. Guest Speaker
be Dr. White. For more information call Doug at 581-5454. ·
SCEC PUBLICITY COMMITTEE meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. al
the IMC in Buzzard Building.
GAY/LESBIAN SUPPORT Group will hold its weekly meeting toni
at 5:30 p.m. in the Counseling Center. For more information call 581
3413.
PHI ALPHA ETA will have an Officers meeting tonight at 5 p.m. ·
the Women's Resource Center in the Martin Luther King Ji
University Union.
ENGLISH CLUB SPECIAL meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. in
Coleman Hall Lounge.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will hold its meeting tonight at 6 p.m . in t
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Unive
·
Union. Wear letters all day.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have MC Auditions for the Miss B
EIU on Nov. 29 and 30. Time and place will be announced. If inte
ed contact Shari Washington at 348-8880.
THE AGENCY INFORMATIONAL meeting will be at 5:30 p.m. N
17 in the North Gym of the Buzzard Building. All are welcome.
STUDENT SENATE VEGETARIAN Surveys maybe filled out until
p.m. Nov. 15 and 16 in Room 201 , Student Activities Office in
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
THE LESBIAN, GAY, Bisexual, and Allies Union will hold its w
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 228 of Coleman Hall.
RECREATION SPORTS RACQUETBALL Doubles play begins I
at 6 p.m. on the Racquetball Courts of the Lantz Gym.
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be subm·
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadli
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event) Clips submitted after deadline WI
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegi
or contains conflicting information will not be published.

47 Without a heart?
51 Dispatched
52 Roger Williams
founded it: 1636
54Gratify
ss_Loosens
56 Search about
57Tramped
58Separate
59 Concord es

DOWN

1 Liability
2Wings
3Stoolies
4 With complexity
5 Hose holder •
e" .. . Watson,
come!The
game is--"
7Teem
a Work unit
• Better looking
10 Western or
Spanish
11 Vt. birthplace of
Adm. Dewey
12 English
~=+_..~
composer
13 Study palms
~~~~!'t 11 Nasal passages
21 Ethereal
24 Spring sprout
_,.,.~...,.......,~,..,.~:1 2S Launches
.;:;,+~;;..+,;~ 28 Declaim
.......................... 27Western
terminus of the
pony express

.......-........-""1

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Payment:

I

Spring ' 94 . $125/month-,-water and garbage included.
Call Chris, 348-1234.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Female sublessor needed
Spring ' 94. Own room , furn ished , $185/mo + ut ilit ies .
Call 348-5070.
'
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/16

~o~~J-H~~~~~~CT rA~Y-:TIME .

Classified Ad Form

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

Roommate for two bedroom
apt. ,$150 month + utilities.
Close to campus. Call Mike.
348-1535.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17
Female Roommate wanted for
Spring '94. Own room. Close to
campus.
Furnished .
$170/month plus utilities. Call
345-6376.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
Girl needed to share nice 3
bedroom apt. with 2 others for
spring semester. $210 mo.
including all utilities. Nice building close to EIU. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS 345-3100 between
5-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
Female roommate needed for
Spring Semester. Great Apt.
$185/mo. Call 348-0802.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR
NICE APARTMENT, SPRING
'94 . CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
$180 MONTH + UTILITIES.
CALL 345-5042.

ADORABLE 2 YEAR OLD
LOOKING TO BE A BIG SISTER! YOUNG , CAUCASIAN
SUBURBAN FAMILY LOOKING
TO ADOPT NEWBQRN BABY.

:i Daily Eastem Iews

Girl needed to share nice 3
bedroom apt. with 2 others for
spring semester. $21 O mo.
including all utilities. Nice
building close to EIU. Call
CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between 5-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19 '
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR
SPRING
'94.
FURNISHED, OWN ROOM,
HEAT PAID-RENT NEG.
345-7317. ASK FOR ANDY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

We are a caring family who
long to share our love, home, &
stable, secure life with your
baby. Your child will have an
adopted brother who is also
very anxious for a sibling. You
will be treated with open, honest respect. All legal adoption.
Please call Terry & Tina, 1-800225-1077.

Credit

--..--...---t

Check number _ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 c~nts per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The New!! reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

28Sun hats
nSniggler
30--Dame
32Bodiesof
knowledge
35 Kind of soup

42 Strict
traditionalist
4' First State
capital
45 Attention getter
44SAft
47 Pedro's thing

. . Seth's famous
son
'9 Midlothian
native
socot'eries
53Ahythmic
rhyming patter

31 Four-time Super
Bowl champs
38--quanon

39 Supported
4t Fogged up

P.M.

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Inside Edition
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
NFL Prime

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Mac & Mutty
Pet Connection

Reading Rainbow
Gerbert

Andy Griffith
Bev. Hillbillies

Fresh Prince
Blossom

Evening Shade
Dave's World

Day One

Bowling

Murder,
She Wrote

Movie: Escape
from Sobibor

I'll Fly Away

L.A. Law

Movie: The Fabulous
Baker Boys

Frontiers of Flight

Little House

Matlock

Movie: Fatal
Deception: Mrs.
Lee Harvey Oswald

Murphy Brown
Love& War
Northern Exposure

NFL Football:
Bills at
Steelers

Great Depression

Movie: Fallen Angel

nmeofAIDS

Bonanza

WWF Wrestling
Silk Stall<ings

News

JFK: In His Own
Words

Wings
Wings

Night Court
Emergency Call

Being Served?
Movie

Expedttion Earth
News
Tonight

News
M'A'S'H

SportsCenter

News
Bob Spoo

Deep Space Nine
Unsolved
Mysteries

Code3
In Living Color

Frontiers of Flight

Racket Squad
Movie
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Stunt driver killed in mid-air collision
SAN ANTONIO (AP) Investigators sought answers
Sunday to a botched car
stunt in which a driver who
came out of retirement was
killed while his wife and 3year-old son watched in the
audience.
Randy Hill, 49, of
Phoenix died instantly
Saturday night when the top
of his car was sheared off by
another vehicle driven by
daredevil Spanky Spangler
at the San Antonio Thrill

stunt driving eight years ago
Show.
Spangler, of Phoenix, and only recently decided to
escaped injury.
do Saturday's stunt ..
Hill and Spangler perThe two cars were supposed to meet in a head-on .formed the same stunt twice
collision in flight, with each in the Houston Astrodome in
car going 50 mph. But orga- the 1980s. Organizers said
nizers said a miscalculation this stunt was rehearsed
caused Hill's car to come in several times.
too low.
"It's absolutely critical
The top of Hill's car was that they go at the same rate
cut off before his vehicle of speed, hit the platform at
plunged to the floor of
the same time and leave at
the
same
time,"
a
the Alamodome.
Hill had retired from spokeswoman for the orga-

2 or 3 sublessors needed for
WANTED: BASS PLAYER AND
Spring/Summer in 2 bedroom
DRUMMER FOR ALTERNATIVE
apartment, located in Park Place I.
ROCK BAND. CALL 345-4034 OR
Call 348-5316.
345-9100.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
-------· 11/17
DESPERATELY SEEKING A SUBTime to get started on your holiday
LESSOR: One bedroom, close to
tan! 10 tans for $28.00 at Jamaican
Tan, 410 7th St., 348-0018
campus, very nice. Call 345-6379
________
· 11/17
anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/17
YA KNOWA, YA KNOWA, WE FRY
Female sublessor needed for
WITH CANOLA. JOEY'S-THE UL'
spring semester. Located on 7th
RESTAURANT WITH THE BIG
Street across Lincoln. $167.00 a · TASTE! WE DELIVER. 345-2466.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
month plus utilities. Call 348-1178.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/19
BREW YOUR OWN IMPORT
QUALITY BEER FOR $6 PER
CASE. COMPLETELY LEGAL.
EASY: JUST ADD WATER TO
OUR FINE IMPORTED BARLEY
2 ROOM EFFICIENCY, FURMALTS AND WAIT. EQUIPMENT,
NISHED. UTILITIES PAID. PARKPONY KEG SYSTEMS, & SUPING INCLUDED 2 BLOCKS FROM
PLIES IN STOCK. CALL FOR
CAMPUS. CALL 345-9476.
. FREE TASTE TEST & DEMON_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15 . STRATION. TRONA UNLIMITED,.
3 bedroom apt., 3 girls Spring
345-2507.
Semester $220 each includes all
11/19
utilities. Nice building close to EIU. · BOBBIE: YOU'RE THE GREATCall CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100 . EST MOM IN THE WHOLE
between 5-9 p.m.
WORLD. THANKS FOR EVERY-'
THING . LOVE, YOUR LAMB
CHOP SON, NATHAN.
-:---------11/15
Congratulations all new members
of the toast club! Love, your White
10 GAL. AND/OR 55 GAL. FISH
& cute president$.
. TANKS. ALL ACCESSORIES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11115
INCLUDED .. CALL GREG, 345PISTON: Quote of the Day: Ya
7338.
gotta trust me! I'm a Pike for cryin'
out-loud! Ya gotta trust me!
-----~--11/15
SIGMA CHIS: GET PSYCHED
·FOR PHI-ESTA BOWL! HIP! HIP!
HOORAY! LOVE, YOUR COACHLOST: 11/08/93 GOLDEN RET.
ES, LARA AND.MISSY!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
ANSWERS TO "CHANCE". IF
FOUND, PLEASE CALL 348-5333.
Mike, To the BEST PIKE son
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
ever-Congratulations on going
Lost: Pair of black rimmed glasses.
active. Love, your Sig Kap mom,
Lost around Union. PLEASE call
Melissa
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
Leah at 581-5060 if found.
11/15 .
PIKE PLEDGES: Congratulations
L.....,O'""S""T.--:P,,...A~l,,...R.....,O""F,.....E=Y...,,E,,..---,-G~LA.,....SSES
on going ACTIVE! All your hard
WITH LIGHT BROWN TINT. Black . work paid off. Love Cindy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
eye glass case. Please call 5812086 if found.
·
SIGMA NU PHI-ESTA BOWL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
TEAM: GOOD LUCK OUT THERE
FOUND: WHITE, TAME RABBIT . ON THE FIELD! WE'RE CHEERON 2ND STREET. CALL DAVE,
1NG YOU ONI LOVE; YOUR
ALPHA PHI COACHES:
~-

To the Men of Delta Tau Delta: The
Ladies of Alpha Sigma Alpha would
like to thank you for a great function
last Wednesday!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Fire-up SIGMA CHI flag football !
Phi-esta bowl is here. Good luck
tomorrow! We love you! Missy and
Lara.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
JOHN HAMNER : I couldn 't be
more excited to be your mom! ·
You're the best! Good luck with
pledging. Love Ma.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
'

nizers said.
Saturday was the- seco:qd ·
"If either is faster or slow- day of the two-day show.
er, they won't hit correct. If - After the accident, tlie ·r.est ·,
they're off by inches, the of the show was canceled.- . .
results can be tragic."
Gary Becker, president of \
"The top car hit the bot- PACE Motorsports; s~id if}.:_
tom car's top, sending the was only _the second fatality
roof flying off," said specta- in his group's 26 years in .the«'' ·
tor Elsa Quevas.
car-show business. ·. _: ,,.
"The car's cage was cut in
He said his group has ~', :
half. We were all hoping that been helping.the family :.with :.;<..
the guy was going to pop out funeral arrangements:·. _. · · ~:;:.
of the car.
"Right now our biggest ' · ·
"My kids thought it was concern .is the family;'' he
just a trick." said.
·
- c -, •

Congratulations to Erin Sanders of
Alpha Sigma Alpha for being
selected
Eastern
Illinois
University's Student Leader of the
Month by Student Senate. Your sisters are so excited for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/1-5
Place an Announcement in the
Daily Eastern News Classifieds
and let someone know you care!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00
PH I-ESTA
BOWL
BEGINS
Congratulations to Kelly Gismondo
TODAY! 4:001 FLAG FOOTBALL · for being selected ASA Sister of the
Month. We are so proud of you!
FIELDS! BE THEREI
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION UNCLAIMED
LAST YEAR! Recorded message
gives details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
APRIL SMIDL: CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING SECOND
VICE PRESIDENT OF PANHELI
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS ARE
SO PROUD OF YOU!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15

.-·

. -

.

Killer Deal: Mon. ONLY:! 12''. 0~
Top $4.75. Domino's Pizza, ·348- ' , ·
1626.
. .
. : ·: ' ·._ _ _ _ _ _ _. _~ 11115 ·
TO-THE LADIES OF DELTA ZETA: . ·
IT HAS BEEN A GREAT HONOR ..
BEING YOUR DZ MAN: YOU-:'·
HAVE GIVEN ME SOME OF I.HE • · ·
BEST TIMES OF MY LIFE. :J>
WANT TO THANK EACH AND '~i
EVERY ONE OF YOU FOR <,:
THOSE GREAT MEMORIE~k ·.,.·:
THANKS FOR EVERYTHfNG: :
. ·. ·.. ····.
LOVE ALWAYS, DAVE-.
11/15 \ ,

--------

.

Calvin and Hobbes·

by Bill Watterson:,
ITS AlWA'f'S 5"oet:.\NG b .
SEE OME's EX \S\E~E.
RE.OUCEt> 10 P. BL\JRS.

I Mta) s:it£

l\tlP 'f'IT\\

~'(

~~o~.

HO~-

SUP?0~ 1t> W~\~
MT PRB'CNIS
~~ S\OES Of ,\Ill ISSUE.
~"'1:> 1"EN 1>£f£Nt>S ONE
Of '\IE' ~~1-\alTS . .

l'"'

A.

P~

Wi\A.T'c:;·
~OJR

i'SSOE?

T\..\A.IS .1 \E

PRoBLEM. !

Q..~i \MINI<.

OF ~Y1\.\\t{G

lO

~RG\.IE.

·I

~J -~ - ·

Doonesbury

'SELL SHORT SA VE LONG'
, The Daily Eastern News will run ·
· your ,"FoR SAL~' CLASSIFIED AD
(10 words) for. 1 day for $1 ~
"The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to
sell an items or Items (max. ol 3 items). All items must be priced .

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,--_ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

Phone:

-------

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)
.

..... . .
~-~- .. .-·.. .

:-·
Under Classification of: _ _ _ _Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ __

_ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

...
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Shula gains all-time NFL victory record
remip.ds you of the Matte
days, when we were looking
Give him great quarter- for someone and we found
backs and he wins. Give him Tom."
The Dolphins (7-2) carDoug ~ederson and he still ·
ried Shula, 63, off on their
wins.
Don Shuia became the shoulders; but let him stay
winningest coach in NFL his- dry this time. After he tied
tory Sunday, passing George . Halas two weeks ago, he
Halas· when he guided the received a dUnking.
"I had that for No. 324," he
Miami · Dolphins Qver the
Philadelphia Eagles 19-14~ said. "At my age, I can't take
Shula~s 325th victory came too many ice cold sh~w:ers."
on the strength of a big-play
defense - Jeff Cross had Cowboys 20, Cardinals 15
three.of four sacks """ and
Pete Stoyanovich's secondThe host Cowboys (7-2)
half field goals of 46 and 45 won their seventh straight,
yards. . ·
·. · ·
this time with a new hero It also came with .a backup Bernie Kosar. Six days after
to the- backup at quarter- he was cut by Cleveland,
back, ·a guy who.se name Kosar hit 13 of 21 passes for
Shula.barely could recall last · 199 yards and a 1-yard
month. .
_ touchdown to Jay Novacek.
,'.'-This one will be special
b~caµse of the ·way we won _ Seahawks 20, Browns 5
it," -Shula said. "They hung
At Seattle, Kosar's replaceso tough to win a game that
, meant so much to me, .espe- ment, Todd Philcox, had a
cially winning with a third- miserable day for the Browns
string ·quarterback again. It (5-4). He threw two intercep-'
By The Associated Press

v

tions and lost two fumbles in
the first half, then was
sacked late in the game.
Chiefs 31, Raiders 20
The Chiefs (7-2) did not
miss Joe Montana because
Dave Krieg had a big day.
Krieg passed for 178 yards
and three touchdowns and
the 17th quarterback in NFL
history to pass for 30,000
yards.
Falcons 13, Rams 0 ·
The worst defense in the
NFL this year overwhelmed
the struggling Rams (2-7),
the first time Los Angeles
has been shut
. out since 1987.
.
Vikings 26, Broncos 3
At Denver, where the
Broncos (5-4) hardly ever
lose, Sean Salisbury threw
for 366 yards and two touchdowns and Fuad Reveiz
made four field goals for

Minnesota (5-4). Reveiz's 43yarder won it with 2:49
rema1n1ng. Cris Carter
caught six passes for 134
yards and a TD.
Jets 31, Colts 17
At Indianapolis, the Jets
put together a three-game
winning streak for the first
time under coach Bruce
Coslet. Boomer Esiason
threw for 256 yards and two
touchdowns.

yards.
Packers 19, Saints 17
At New Orleans, Chris
Jacke's fourth field goal, a
36-yarder with 3 seconds left,
won it. Jacke also made kicks
from 38, 20 and 44 yards,
lifting Green Bay to 5-4.
Oilers 38, Bengals 3

At Cincinnati, Warren
Moon threw for four touchdowns in two quarters, three
49ers 45, Buccaneers 21 to Haywood Jeffires. Backup
·runner Gary Brown went for
At Tampa, the 49ers' big a career-high 166 yards and
stars were unstoppable. another touchdown in the
Jerry Rice caught four TD rain and Houston (5-4)
extended it winning streak to
passes from Steve Young.
Rice had eight catches for four.
172 yards and scored on
Giants 20, Redskins 6
plays covering 12, 51; 9 and·
26 yards. The 49ers (6-3)
· scored on seven of eight pos- The host Giants (6-3) burned
sessions with Young at quar- the Redskins with a halfback
terback. Young finished 23- option pass by Dave Meggett
for-29 for 311 yards and for a touchdown for the secRicky Watters rushed for 88 ond time this season.

Hilltoppei;--s_ _ _ _ _ _ __ Bears top Chargers
by field goal, 16-13
• From Page 12

of the game, Thorne completed
four of eight passes for 24
yards. He ·was intercepted
twice, fumbled once and
sacked three times.
''We just needed someone
fresh," said Spoo of benching
Thorne. "We also needed to see
if Pete could come in and get

the job done. We were pleased - next Saturday at Southern
with what (Mauch) did."
Illinois.
Thorne, who has been the
"I'm not sure about that,"
Panthers' starting quarter- said Spoo when asked if
back for the past four years, Mauch would start. "It does
did not see another snap.after deserve some consideration."
being taken out in the third
Eastern's only first-half
quarter.
touchdown came when Mike
Spoo wouldn't say if Mauch McNary blocked a punt that
would start when the senior Eric Dircks returned 20
Panthers finish their season yards for a score.

"' From Page 12

~

The Eastern offensive line has received
the bulk of the credit all season for anchoring the team and enabling the backfield to
excel on occasion. But Saturday's game was a
different story.
"We weren't able to turn it out as much as
we usually do," said Duane Conway,
Eastern's senior center. "We didn't get the
chance to execute (the run)."
Conway said the Panthers opted early to
switch to the passing game, but that didn't
work either. Thorne's two interceptions gave
him 19 in 10 games this season to go with
his 10 touchdown passes.
· Sophomore reserve quarterback Pete
Mauch relieved Thorne late in the third

rt\
·
~)'$
TONIGHT/

$2.00·
Pitchers
•

SAN DIEGO (AP) - The
San Diego C\largers' pass
defense lived on the edge for
two straight weeks, until the
Chicago Bears finally pushed
them off.
Jim Harbaugh threw a 38yard touchdown pass to rookie
Curtis Conway in the third
quarter and the Bears held on
to beat San Diego 16-13
quarter and played the rest of the game.
Sunday night to end their
It was his his three-yard touchdown pass three-game losing streak.
to Rick Mullen with 9 minutes 54 seconds
After a 25-yard punt return
remaining in the game that got the Panthers by Terry Obee, Conway slipback to within' seven points at 21-14.
ped behind cornerback Sean
"I just kind of had a bad feeling we were Vanhorse to end the one-play
going to have some of the same things hap- drive and give the Bears a 16pen to us that happened last week," Western 10 lead.
Kentucky head coach Jack Harbaugh said of
The TD came just 4 7 sechis team's fourth quarter collapse against onds after Kevin Butler - who
Troy State Nov. 6.
missed twice in the final minHarbaugh, the father of Chicago Bears utes of a 16-14 loss to the Los
quarterback Jim Harbaugh, conceded that Angeles Raiders last week the Eastern turnovers made his team's job kicked his third field, from 20
easier.
yards. That drive was kept
"When you don't get any turnovers, you've going by a 36-yard pass from
really got to do it the hard way," Harbaugh Harbaugh to Bob Christian.
said.
Chicago improved to 4-5

while the Chargers fell to 4-5.
San Diego's pass defense
ranking matched that of
Chicago's pass offense - last in
the NFL. In their last two
games, the Charger8 had beaten Minnesota 30-17 despite
allowing Sean Salisbury a
career-best 34 7 yards, and
stopped the Los Angeles
Raiders 30-23 even though Jeff
Hostetler had a team-record
424yards.
Harbaugh threw for just
159 yards, completing 13 of 24
attempts.
The Chargers could have
forced overtime, but John
Carney missed a 40-yard field
goal with 1:11 to play. That
drive was set up when Gary
Plummer intercepted Harbaugh at the Chargers' 32.
After Conway's score, the
Chargers moved 67 yards in
19 plays to the Bears' 5, but
had to take Carney's 26-yard
field goal with 11:05 to play to
make it 16-13.

h1 1gma Sigma
~rJU~@rmfil~ [Fl(U]~[hl

Dates: No.v. 16 & 17
Where: ()II House,

TONIGHT:
ALL YOU CAN
POSSIBLY EAT
PASTA NIGHT!

.G reek Court
Time: 6pm

$6.50

For Rides
or Info call:
Cathy - 581-6753
Becky - 581-6769

•Spaghetti (Meat or Veg.) •Fettuccine Alfredo .
•Lasagna (Meat or Veg.) •Linguini w/white
clam sauce
615 Monroe• North Side Square• 348-8223
l

•.I

I

1.

I(.
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Volleybal~

Women's cross country
team gets sweet revenge

• From Page 12

Raiders, the Lady Panthers did
not fare so well in the rest of
the tournament.
After dropping a close contest to Butler on Saturday
afternoon 3-15, 15-7, 7-15, 1511, 6-15, Eastern fell in four
games to Indiana State 12-15,
15-5, 7-15, 11-15.
The loss to Indiana State left
head coach Betty Ralston in a
confused and frustrated state.
"We played two good games
and one bad," Ralston said.
"We have to play much more
consistent this close to (postseason) tournament time. I
just wasn't happy with the performance, or the fact we finished third."
Ralston did admit that the

By JOHN COX

runner, Carey Dunker," Craft said.
"Running short-handed and improving,
that's a real credit to who was running. It
The women's cross country team gets its came down to a real team effort."
revenge in its own little way.
The team came, out on top of three conAfter a sub-par performance at the Mid- ference schools that beat Eastern in their
Continent Conference Meet two weeks ago, conference meet; Western, Wright State
in which they took sixth place, the Lady and Youngstown State. Finishing "on a posPanthers took 25th in the NCAA District IV itive note" is exactly how Craft said he
,Championship.
wanted to close out the season.
Yes, that is an improvement. Eastern
Amy Bersig ended her season on a posiplaced 25th overall (704 points), but out of tive note, as she took first place honors on
teams in the conference, they took third. the team for the first time this year, by takBut perhaps more important than anything ing lOlst (20:25) overall.
Brooke Roberts closed out her Eastern
else, the Lady Panthers edged out rival
Western Illinois (709 points) who got the cross country career with a 120th place
better of Eastern two weeks ago.
(20:43), Irma Perez took 129th (20:52),
"We beat all but two conference schools, . Julie Perkins finished 160th and Shelly
so I was pretty happy about that," coach Baron placed 194th (22:26) to close.out
John Craft said. "Cleveland State, who beat Eastern's scoring.
Craft said that the team's strategy was
us in both the conference meet and the district meet, had a girl in 20th, but we put to run a conservative race because of the
our top four runners ahead of their top four. rain-drenched c·ourse, but the Lady
If we would have had Carey. (Dunker) in Panthers ended up taking matters into
there, we would have had an even better their own hands.
score."
"They attacked the course throughout
Dunker, Eastern's third runner through- the race," Craft said. "They were moving
out the season, was out with a chest bruise throughout the race, picking off people in
she suffered in an auto accident.
front of them. They felt good and they ran
"We improved without our number three well."
Staffwriter

f From Page 12
this was a first district meet
for everyone."
Heavy rains the night
before made finishing times
for the 10,000-meter (6.21
miles) curcuit slower than
expected.
Mcinerney picked his top
entrant, junior Nate Shaffer,
as an outside chance for
NCAA qualification, which
would have taken a top five
individual placing.
But as it turned out,
senior Dave Lewis was
Eastern's first across the
line iri 56th place at 33:59,
while Shaffer finished 14
seconds behind him in 70th.

"They both got out pretty
good at the beginning,"
Mcinerney said. "Lewis was
in the top 20 'at 3,000 and
Nate was close behind. Nate
knew that to qualify he
would have to run the race
of his life.
"It wasn't like he laid
down, it's just that once
things got spread out some
they didn't move up much
and stayed with their
group."
Brian Allen (116th), Jeff
Trask (131st), Rick Walden
(135th), Roger Ebert (145th)
and Dave Venhaus (16lst)
rounded out Eastern's seven
entrants.
Notre Dame overpowered
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yard backstroke (2:21.61).
Untersee compiled 28 points
on the day.
Maridee Hisgen led all
Lady Panthers with 33
points, including a second
place in the 200 indivdual
medley (2:16.49).
The Lady Panthers finished well in the mile
freestyle as Annell Metzger
compiled 13 of her 28 ponts
with a second-place finish
and Catrina Crociani got 12
of her 27 points with her
third-place finish.
Ron Steffy shined for the
men in individual showings.
He recor~ed 37 points with
second place finishes in the
mile freestyle (17:36.49) and
in the 500 freestyle
(5:01.80).
Taff Neilson also had a
big day, racking ·up 34
points, including a third
place finish in the 100 backstroke to go along with his
pair of fourth place finishes.
Padovan said that since
this is the first invite of a
long three month season,

placement in their first
invitational is almost meaningless.
"The meet served it's purpose. This gives the kids the
idea that they are going to
be swimming mulitple
times," Padovan said.
"It was a good experience
for them. They know that
they aren't going to be getting ready for one race,
they'll be swimming in
about seven races and that
makes a big difference."
According to Padovan,
this gives some of the swimmers an idea as to where
they are in their training.
"I was hoping to perform
a little.better but we'll take
what comes," Padovan said.
"We've had a tre.mendous
amount of sickness.
"We had a lot of good
swims but nothing really
jumped out as being great.
"Untersee got our only
first place and she had her
best time of the year, which
is good, but her time is only
going to get much better.
Everytime was sort of like
that."
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Sycamores playing their last
game of the season had something to do with .t heir aggressive and motivated play.
"They had a reason to play
well, considering they were
shooting for a .500 record in
their last game," Ralston said.
''They also played us at a bad
time, having just lost to Butler.
But when you play your worst
game last, it makes you feel
twice as bad."
Leading the way the Lady
Panthers in the Wright State
victory were Van Eekeren (37
assists, 11 digs), Kaaryn
Sadler (14 kills, 10 digs) and
Sherri Piwowarczyk (15 kills, 7
digs). Sadler became the first
Eastern player since Diane
Kruto to compile 400 digs and
400 kills in the same season.

Swimmers~~~~

the field for the team championship, scoring a low 55
points to Miami of Ohio's 84,
while Kevin Sullivan, a
freshman from Michigan,
took the individual title in
31:55.
Only three teams qualified for the upcoming NCAA
Championships in two
weeks, and Miami of Ohio's
performace produced a big
upset, as Wisconsin, previously ranked 10th in the
nation, was fourth behind
Michigan.
However, the Badgers
hope to gain one of the two
available at-large bids still
to be given out among the
eight districts.
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Hilltoppers topple Eastern, 28-14
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

BOWLING GREEN, Ky: - Eastern's football Panthers played out the
same script again Saturday.
The Panthers turned the ball over
to West~rn Kentucky, watched the
Hilltoppers turn their mistakes into a
lead and had to play catch up for the
remainder of the game.
The story also finished the same as
it has more times than not this season - with an Eastern loss.
Eastern turned the ball over four
times, turnovers Western Kentucky
turned into 14 points and a 28-14 win
in the rain and mud at L.T. Smith
Stadium.
"The turnovers hurt," said Eastern
head coach B_ob Spoo, whose team
lost its second game in a row and fell
to 2-7-1 overall. "There is no question
about that. But turnovers on both
sides hurt."
After the Hilltoppers, ranked No.
25 in Division I-AA, cashed in on two
interceptions of Eastern quarterback
Jeff Thorne for a 14-7 halftime lead,
Spoo made a change at quarterback
inserting sophomore Pete Mauch

Weather, turnovers give
We~te_rn

Kentucl<y wtµ
defense that forced two

in~rcep

tions and a fumble frOm the hands
of '.Eastern qqarterbaek Jeff Thorne.
BOWLING G:&EEN, lty; - Thorne was also sacked three times
-Whether you ·b1AMe· it ·on the rain before leaving the game late in the
or·whether you qedit the Western third quarter.
Kentucky defense, one thing's cer"You have to credit their defense
tain - the Eastern football team for playing staunchly and holding
just couldn't get its offense going us;" Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
Saturday.
said. "They played the defense we
As result, the Panthers fell 28- thought they would, but when we
14, dropping their season record to audibled based on their alignment,

a

3-6-1.
It's hard_to say whether it was
the elements or the Hilltoppers'
midway through the third quarter.
On Mauch's second drive, Eastern,
which was trailing 21-7, caught a
break when the Hill toppers' Li to
Mason bobbled a Darrell Rennels
punt that Eastern's Obadiah Cooper
recovered at the Hilltopper 12 yard

they changed up some things."
• Continued on Page 10

line.
Five plays later, on a fourth and
one from the Hilltopper 3, Mauch hit
a wide open Rick Mullen for a touchdown. Steve Largent added the extra
point to cut the Western Kentucky
lead down to seven points.

----------------~~~rP'"'--

The Panther defense stopped
Western Kentucky on four plays on
the next series, and Mauch again
drove Eastern into Hilltopper territory on the next series. The Panthers
drove as deep as the Hilltopper 37,
but the drive stalled there with 4:15
remaining in the game.
"When I got the call, all I wanted
to do was get in and get something
going," said Mauch, who was six of 13
passing for 59 yards. "We scored that
first touchdown and came up a little
short on the next (drive)."
Western Kentucky, which kept its
playoff hopes alive and improved to
7-3, then put the game away when
tailback Davion Sarver scored on
15-yard run with 1:59 remaining ·
the game.
The Hilltopper defense shut
Eastern's offense down. The
Panthers, who were averaging 180.2
yards per game rushing, were held to
69. Sophomore Willie High, the
Gateway Conference's leading rusher,
was held to 90 yards on 25 carries.
Thorne and Mauch combined to
pass for 93 yards. Before coming out

• Continued on Page 10

Volleyball team
third in tourne
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

"Bea tin
Wrigh~

State was
The Eastern volleyball
most importeam fell short of its goal of
tant," sai
winning its own Easterh
senior set
Invitational
Volleyball
ter
Am
Classic this weekend.
Van Eek
But the Lady Panthers,
wh
despite winning just one of
three games, were victorious
in the one match where they Kaaryn Sadler tournamen
really needed a victory.
team along with Kaary
Eastern, which finished Sadler. "When we lost t
third in the tournament, dis- them the first time we we
posed of Mid-Contintent in the low point of our sea
Conference rival Wright son.
State, the second-place team
"But we knew that w
in the Mid-Con, 15-13, 15-8, could beat them. It gives us
15-11 Friday night in McAfee boost for our games thi
Gym.
weekend against UIC an
That win put the Lady Valparaiso."
Panthers in a two-way tie for
After the victory over th
third place in the Mid-Con
with Valparaiso.
+ Continued on Page 11

Male runners f&.de
in ·c hampionships
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
ELISSA BROADHURST /Staff photographer
Members of Eastern's swim team prepare for Saturday's EIU Invitational meet at Lantz
Poo1. The men's team finished 5th and the women's team.finished 3rd.

Swimme·r s fare well in invite
By JOHN COX
Staff Wiiter

The Eastern swim teams
came away from their first
invitational of the year with
a third-place finish, a fifthplace finish and some needed
experience.
Eastern's third-place finish
came courtesy of the women's
team with 452.5 points

behind first-place Evansville
(508 points).
"Evansville really controled the meet. We were
close to St. Louis for a while
but we couldn't catch them,"
coach Ray Padovan said.
The men's team compiled
339 points while the Evansville Aces ran away with a
548-point score, 137 points
ahead of second-place Brad-

ley.
"Bradley was kind of a
surprise," Padovan said.
"Evansville really had no
trouble. They are a strong
team."
Some of the Lady Panthers
had good showings at the
invite. Shelly Untersee took
Eastern's only first-place finish with a win in the 200-

., Continued on Page 11

• Women's cros
country team ge
revenge in Distrlc
IV Championship
~ee Page 11.

The men's cross country
team took a smack in the
face from the depth of competition at the District IV
Championships Saturday.
Battling the entire Big Ten
conference and a number of
"It was kind of a toug
nationally ranked teams, the way to end the season," s ·
Panthers placed 18th out of Mcinerney. "We ran wa
35 schools represented.
lower than our expectatio
Head coach John Mcinerney . and our potential. But at
went into the race hoping for same time it was good expe
at least a top 15 showing and ence for our young peopl
possibly top 10. Although dis- · Because of injuries and il
appointed, he did note that · ness, none of our .older gu
none of his seven entrants had ran the meet last year, s
ever run in a district meet
t Continued on Page 11
before .

